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 It was a situation of Rock, Paper, and Scissors on steroids.  Over 100 

teenagers and about 30 adults stood in one big group as the camp 
counselors gave out the instructions for a game everyone was supposed to 

play. The one massive group was going to be broken up into two smaller 
groups. At a given signal, the groups were to walk towards each other, and 

individuals were to seek each other out for a Rock Paper Scissors duel.  I am 
sure you remember the game Rock Paper Scissors, it a game played by two 

or more people where the players count to 3 and then make a hand gesture 
that looks like a rock (fist), paper (flat) or scissors (first two fingers spread 

apart). One symbol is going to be stronger than the other, like rock, which 
crushes scissors, or scissors, because they cut paper, but paper can win too 

because it covers the rock. It can be fun. 

 In this version, the winner went on to duel again, but the looser had to 

drop out of the game. The person left standing at the end was the champion. 

 That is the game I had to play at the church mission camp I attended 
with a church youth group this past summer. As we began to play the game, 

it was almost more interesting to watch how all those people played the 
game than playing the game itself. 

 Some people not only followed the directions, but they did so 
enthusiastically, using drama and facial expressions and loud laughter. 

Others simply followed along, lacking such enthusiasm, perhaps they didn’t 
want to play, but they didn’t want to offend the authority.   A few didn’t play 

at all, they wandered into the wild mix of people and just kept wandering on 
to the sidelines, with glances out of the corners of their eyes, perhaps 

hoping no one would notice they were not following the authority who said 
we had to play.   

 In every part of our lives, it seems, there is authority figures, those 
who are employed to tell us what to do. People like bosses, teachers, 

supervisors, mentors, managers, even parents, wardens, or clergy, the 
president, law enforcement, and government officials or offices like the IRS.  

Authority is everywhere, it is part of every institution. Sometimes it is given 
with a title or position, like the president, or sometimes it is assumed such 

as what can happen in emergency situations when someone who simply 
knows what to do and can communicate that emerges and helps people to 

safety. 



 Our response to authority can be just as diverse. Some of us trust 

authority figures, others do not. I admit, I can sometimes struggle with 
authority figures, especially when I suspect the person in authority is trying 

to use that authority to feel that they are better than others, or to build on 
their own success, and do not care for those they have authority over.  At 

the same time that struggle includes not wanting to be disrespectful of that 
person or their position or authority. 

 Maybe some of you can relate. It is not easy, and learning how to live 

with authority is just part of life. 

 It is also what our Gospel this morning is about: authority and how to 

deal with it. 

 Our reading from Mark’s Gospel this morning began with Jesus 
respecting religious authority by going to the synagogue on the Sabbath, as 

was the religious expectation. Once there, however, his teaching style 
seemed to have attracted a lot of attention, because he appeared to exhibit 

a type of authority that was hard to ignore. And this authority got a variety 

of responses, just like the crowd at the mission camp playing the game. 
Only at the mission camp, no one got in our leaders faces refusing to play 

along, which is what one person seemed to have done in response to Jesus 
in our Gospel. 

 This is also the part of our Gospel reading that many people, including 

scholars, struggle with. The part about the man with the unclean spirit. We 
might wonder what was it that made the author refer to the man’s response 

as being from an unclean spirit? Was it because he was contrary? Or 
disrespectful? After all, that man was able to identify Jesus as being not just 

holy, but The Holy One, which is a reference to the Messiah. Not even Jesus’ 

disciples have said anything like that yet. So how could he be unclean, or 
dirty?  

 Perhaps it has something to do with how the man responded when 

Jesus told him to be quiet, by convulsing until that unclean spirit left him. 
Many scholars caution us to remember understanding of medical conditions 

were different in Jesus’ time, and the man may have had a disease like 
epilepsy and so the author of Mark should never had used terms like unclean 

spirits. That might be the case, but I wonder if we also need to remember 
the Gospels are not medical journals, they are theological documents, 

written to help us get an understanding of who Jesus was and is. Perhaps 

this story isn’t about healing a man of an illness as it is Jesus showing just 
how remarkable his authority is. 

 Jesus did not use his authority to lord it over that man who spoke up, 

nor to anyone who came to listen to him. Jesus did not enter an endless 



debate with the man. Instead Jesus didn’t talk so much as he acted, he 

showed his authority by healing the man of whatever was ailing him. 

 That might be part of something. That man had something that was 
hurting him, that made it hard for him to get close to Jesus, trust him, 

accept him. Something was not right, and Jesus saw through the man’s 
comments to whatever it was that caused those comments. 

 I don’t think that man is alone. I recently read an article about an 
actress who doesn’t believe in God because her mother died. Her mother’s 

death caused her pain, and she is deeply grieving, and spoke of regretting 
the time she didn’t spend with her mother because she was so busy 

working. As a result, she has chosen to put not only her grief, but the pain 
of her loss, between herself and God.   

 She isn’t alone. I have heard many people tell me they stopped 

believing in God or don’t believe in God because of the terrible things that 
are happening in the world: all the innocent people who die every day as a 

result of wars, or the innocent who die when those in authority abuse their 

authority, or because people are starving, or any other injustice that is 
happening in our neighborhoods or around the world. They are angry and 

don’t understand how God can let such terrible things happen. I am not sure 
they are really looking for an answer, but might more likely be putting their 

anger between them and God. 

 When thing like that happen, when someone, maybe even us, puts 
things like our disappointments, our anger over broken relationships, or our 

grief over loss of loved ones or jobs or finances, or our fears, or shame, or 
whatever struggles we might have between ourselves and God, it can make 

us feel farther away from God, and it doesn’t necessarily help with healing. 

It can also make someone feel a bit smarter or superior, like the actress who 
said God was just a made up story to give false comfort, in the end, she 

realized death was death. 

 She said she felt smarter, even superior, over those who still believe in 
God, because she could find a better way. Although, in the same article, she 

said she is still seeking peace, years after her mother’s death. 

 This actress’ perception that she is superior for not believing in God is 

prevalent. When I was here at Good Shepherd a few months ago on All 
Saints Day, my husband and I talked with an OU student who told us he has 

been put down and called stupid when he has expressed his belief in God. 

 And in that, good people of Good Shepherd, is something important for 
us to pay attention to.  That is something that speaks of a need for support. 

A need we certainly can meet. 



 That is what Jesus heard the day this man with an unclean spirit spoke 

up, showing that what was unclean might only be that he chose to put 
something between himself and God and that became something that kept 

him trapped; that prevented him from experiencing God’s great love for him. 
And Jesus showed in his actions, that he came among us to show that 

nothing, not death, not anger, not grief, not illness, not shame, not job loss, 
not financial loss, not even fear can keep God from us.  God is here, with us, 

no matter what. When we can reach out beyond our whatever it is, we might 
find we don’t have to reach far to find God is with us. 

 That reaching out and connecting with God is what can happen when 

we receive Holy Communion, which not only offers comfort, it can offer us 

strength and courage to live that love we have just received in the world 
outside the church doors. 

 A world that needs it; because there are folks who need to see a 

person can believe in God and be as loving as they are intelligent, they are 
hungry not just for food, but for an encounter with God. This week, in 

addition to the readings for today, I’ve spent a fair amount of time reading 
the reports for the annual meeting which will take place after this service.  

Most of the time, I hear how the annual meeting is a business meeting of 
the parish, where we vote for vestry members and wardens and all that type 

of stuff. But I believe an annual meeting can be more than just business of 

the parish, and can instead be a source of celebration, reflection, and 
inspiration for the parish. When else are we given the opportunity to reflect 

on what we have done, how well it worked or didn’t, what we might do, and 
what the needs of others might be? I am inspired and impressed by the 

reports I read, how you have been able to handle parish needs well, without 
anxiety. How you are engaged in campus ministry through your music 

program, free lunch program, soul biscuits, and presence. I am deeply 
impressed by the prayerful way you engage in ministry, especially with 

ministries like KAIROS and prayer shawls. I had the joy of sharing a free 
lunch this week and the best part wasn’t just the food, or the conversations, 

or people I met, it was the life-giving energy that permeated the entire day. 
That is the stuff of what the authority of Jesus was grounded in: God 

tremendous love. 

 That is something you are already engaging in, which is exciting, and 

beautiful. Well done. Now, as I join you in this ministry, I ask you to tell me 
how can I help you with the ministries you are doing so well, and what is it 

we can do together to help find out what the needs are for our neighbors on 
and off campus, and how can we together, be a loving, encouraging, 

supportive presence for students and for people in the area who might be 
distrusting of authority telling them what to do but desperately hungry for a 

loving authority who will show them God is love? That isn’t a question I 



believe we can or need to answer today but instead will live into together, 

one day at a time, with the loving authority of Christ as our guide.  

  


